30 April Paul Miller University of Edinburgh
Tradition and innovation: The domestic architecture of the Early Iron Age and Orientalising period Etruria

7 May John Clarke University of Texas
Movement and Visuality in Roman Domestic Spaces at Pompeii and Ostia

14 May Marlee Miller New York University
Control, Delete: Bodily Control of the Roman Gladiators and Ludus Architecture

21 May Javier Martínez Jiménez University of Cambridge
SPECIAL LECTURE - Book Launch “Aqueducts and Urbanism in Post-Roman Hispania”
The urban water cycle of Late Antique Iberia

28 May Robin Rönnlund Πανεπιστήμιο Θεσσαλίας
The fortifications at Thessalian Vlochos

4 June Marietta Domain, Audrey Dubernet Université Bordeaux Montaigne
SPECIAL LECTURE - Book Launch “Les ruines résonnent encore de leurs pas. La circulation dans les monuments grecs (VIIe s. – 31 a.C.)”
Circulation of Greek Monuments between the 8th century BC and 31 BC

11 June Marcello Moggetta University of Missouri-Columbia
Public religion, monumental architecture, and social change in Roman Pompeii
New research at the sanctuary of Venus

18 June Ilaria Trivelloni Université de Lausanne, Sapienza Università di Roma
Public buildings on private properties: investigating spatial and legal relationships between entertainment buildings and privately owned space in Roman Italy

Organisers: Alice Poletto, Corso Dominici, Katherine Halcrow, Kelly McClinton, Luca Ricci